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Abstract
Evolution of Star Clusters in Time-Variable Tidal Fields
Ernest N. Mamikonyan
Strong tidal forces can dominate star cluster evolution in merging galaxies, de-
termining their mass loss rates and lifetimes. In order to model this evolution,
we have developed a second-order accurate numerical method for integrating a
star cluster in an arbitrary, time-variable tidal field. We obtain realistic tidal his-
tories from a galaxy merger simulation including sink particles, which we inter-
pret as young star clusters. Coupling those tidal accelerations to N-bodymodels
of isolated clusters, we perform detailed dynamical studies. We extend the KIRA
N-body integrator to handle these external fields. This generalizes the formal-
ism previously used to explore the dynamical effects of the galactic tidal field on
clusters in circular orbits. Furthermore, we develop an effective semi-analytic
model that can be used for fast estimation of cluster mass loss in a galactic tidal
field. We use this model to study the evolution of globular cluster mass function
in isolated andmerging galaxies.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Star clusters are gravitationally bound collections of stars; they fall into two pri-
mary categories: globular and open. Globular clusters are tightly bound and
consist of very old stars. Open clusters tend to be very young and are often found
in regions of rapid star formation. They are loosely bound and get disrupted in
the galactic potential.
Of course, every star cluster exists in a galaxy, and its dynamical evolution is
influenced to various degrees by the local tidal environment. In this dissertation,
we aim to study these effects and their bearing on individual cluster evolution
as well as the entire population. We have the following program:
• Formulate an analytic description of arbitrary tidal influences on a star
cluster.
• Extend an existing N-body code with this framework, allowing it to model
clusters in complex galactic environments.
• Obtain realistic tidal histories from high-resolution simulations of inter-
acting galaxies for use with the enhanced N-body model.
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• Perform detailed N-body simulations combing the previous two tasks.
• Attempt to formulate a simple, but sufficiently accurate semi-analyticmodel
for cluster mass loss under arbitrary tidal potentials and use the detailed
N-body simulations to calibrate and verify it.
• Using this model and the above-mentioned tidal histories, estimate the
evolution of cluster mass function in complex dynamical environments.
1.1 Types of Star Clusters
As a dynamical system, a star cluster has several determining time and length
scales. The size of the system can often be measured by the half-mass radius—
region which confines 50% of themass. Another important distance is the virial
radius, the maximum distance from the center within which the system can be
said to be in gravitational equilibrium.
Two of the most important timescales to the present discussion are dynam-
ical time and relaxation time, both often measured at the half-mass radius. Dy-
namical time is a timescale related to the local dynamics of the system. Physi-
cally, it is related to the system crossing time or orbital period. Numerically, it
governs the local integration time-step.
Relaxation time is a thermodynamic timescale on which the system pro-
duces enough entropy to erase information about its initial conditions. Often,
structural changes are quoted in initial half-mass relaxation times.
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Figure 1.1: Infrared image of the globular cluster Omega Centauri. It is the most
massive cluster in the Galaxy and thought to be a remnant of a dwarf galaxy
absorbed by the Milky Way. (NASA/JPL-Caltech/NOAO/AURA/NSF)
1.1.1 Globular Clusters
Globular clusters are some of the oldest objects in the Galaxy, indeed, the Uni-
verse. They are composed of very old stars and, thus, appear red in color. They
are randomly distributed throughout the galactic halo. Their masses are in the
range 104−106M⊙, with a median of 2×105M⊙. Because globulars contains so
many stars, their relaxation times can measure in gigayears.
Globular clusters can be thought of as excellent examples of dynamical labo-
ratories. Their relatively tight gravitational binding renders them stable and dy-
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namically isolated. Their formation from a single giant molecular cloud makes
them uniform in metallicity and stellar age. And because all gas remaining after
star formation is ejected by supernovae within the first 10Myr, hydrodynamic
effects are thought to be unimportant for subsequent evolution of globulars.
There are around 150 known globular clusters in the Milky Way. However,
giant elliptical galaxies, e.g., M87, can have over 10,000 globular clusters.
Some globular clusters, such as ω Cen, shown in Fig. 1.1, are so massive that
they are thought to be remnants of dwarf galaxies that were tidally disrupted
and merged with the Milky Way. Typically, such clusters have a range of stellar
metallicities and ages, indicating that the system did not form at the same time.
1.1.2 Open Clusters
Open clusters are, on the other hand, full of young, blue stars. They are often
found in regions of rapid star formation. They contain significantly fewer mem-
bers and are much less dense. Therefore, they are much more vulnerable to
external tidal effects and dissolve in the galactic potential in a few hundred mil-
lion years. Some, like the Pleiades, shown in Fig. 1.2, and the Hyades, are bright
enough to be visible to the naked eye, and these have been known since antiq-
uity. The Pleiades, or Seven Sisters, contains several extremely young and bright
stars, which, along with its proximity to Earth, make it prominent in the night
sky.
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Figure 1.2: The Pleiades open cluster in the infrared. It is one of the most well-
known and spectacular objects in the Galaxy. (NASA/JPL-Caltech/UCLA)
1.2 Mass Function: From Young to Globular
In a study of the M87 globular cluster system, Vesperini et al. (2003) find a bell-
shaped mass function without a strong radial dependence. In general, obser-
vations have not shown significant radial or galaxy-to-galaxy variation in the
mass distribution of globular clusters (Brodie & Strader, 2006). However, ob-
servations of young clusters in the Antennae galaxies, shown in Fig. 1.3, indicate
a power law mass function of the form N d M ∝ M−2d M for the mass range
104 . M . 106M⊙ (Zhang & Fall, 1999). Therefore, one important task has been
to explain how young cluster populations, with the power-law mass function,
age into globular cluster populations, with a bell-shaped mass function. Galac-
tic tides are thought to play an important role in this process. Our intention is
5
Figure 1.3: A composite image of the Antennae merging galaxies. X-ray im-
age from Chandra shows hot, interstellar gas in blue; visible component from
the HST is in brown; warm gas clouds are shown in red, from Spitzer data.
(NASA/CXC/SAO/JPL-Caltech/STScI)
to shed some light on this role and contribute to the solution of this problem
through the series of tasks enumerated earlier in the introduction.
In Section 2.1, we develop an analytical framework for estimating tidal ef-
fects on a star cluster, and in Section 2.2 we use it to enhance an existing N-
body code called KIRA. We obtain realistic tidal histories from a high-resolution
galaxy merger simulation, as described in Section 2.3. This enables us to sim-
ulate an isolated star cluster and apply realistic tidal forcing. We use these de-
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tailed simulations to calibrate a simple semi-analyticmodel for estimatingmass
loss of a cluster in an arbitrary tidal field; this is the subject of Chapter 3. Finally,
in Chapter 4 we take advantage of the great computational savings afforded by
the model to study the evolution of globular cluster mass functions in various
regions of merging and isolated galaxies.
The results of this effort form the body of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Arbitrary Tidal Acceleration
Dynamical evolution of star clusters is intimately related to their galactic en-
vironment. Effects of highly idealized galactic tidal fields, such as those from a
point-mass or isothermal halo, on clusters in regular orbits have long been stud-
ied with simple analytic extensions (Heggie & Ramamani, 1995; Spitzer, 1987).
More realistic scenarios, however, are only amenable to detailed numerical treat-
ment.
To this end, we present a second-order accurate numerical method to study
the dynamical evolution of star clusters under arbitrary tidal fields. We extend
the KIRA N-body integrator (Portegies Zwart, 2001) to handle non-diagonal, time-
variable tidal acceleration.
We obtain realistic tidal histories from the galactic merger simulations of Li
et al. (2007) that include a sink particle formation prescription as described in Li
et al. (2005). Having computed the tidal acceleration tensor along the trajectory
of every sink particle, we obtain the full tidal history of every star cluster formed
during the merger process. We selected the orbits of interest and performed
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detailed dynamical simulations of star clusters using those tidal histories. We
present several such simulations in this chapter.
Furthermore, we aim to give a phenomenological description that can be
used as a reasonably accurate approximation of clustermass loss in the presence
of arbitrary, time-variable tidal field. In Chapter 4, we will use this model to in-
vestigate the evolution of cluster mass function and its dependence on galactic
neighborhood.
2.1 Approximating Tidal Effects
We seek the mathematical formalism to estimate the tidal effects of the galactic
environment on the internal dynamics of star clusters. In the following section,
we describe its implementation in an N-body code.
From Newton’s Second Law and the definition of the potential,
d2~x
d t2
=−~∇Φ(~x). (2.1)
IfΦ(~x) is the gravitational potential of the surrounding galaxy1 and~x is the cen-
ter of mass of a star cluster, the force of the galaxy on a star at ~ξ relative to the
center of mass is
d2
d t2
[
~x+~ξ
]
=−~∇Φ
(
~x+~ξ
)
. (2.2)
Expanding Eq. (2.2) to first order in ξ and collecting terms yield
~∇Φ
(
~x+~ξ
)
≈~∇Φ(~x)+~∇′⊗~∇′Φ(~x ′)
∣∣
~x ′=~x ·~ξ (2.3)
1Here, we are only concerned with the external potential; the self-gravity of the star cluster is
already included in the N-body code we will be using and is not treated here.
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and
d2~ξ
d t2
=−~∇′⊗~∇′Φ(~x ′)
∣∣
~x ′=~x ·~ξ. (2.4)
Equation (2.4) is sometimes knownas theNewtonian deviation equation (Hartle,
2003).
2.1.1 Tidal Acceleration Tensor
Here, it is convenient to define the tidal acceleration tensor,
a(~x)≡−~∇′⊗~∇′Φ(~x ′)
∣∣
~x ′=~x , (2.5)
or, using the more conventional, tensor, notation,
ai j ≡−∂i jΦ. (2.6)
For a gravitational system of discrete particles, where
ai =
N∑
k=1
Gmk (xi )k
r 3
k
, (2.7)
tidal influences can be characterized with
ai j = ∂i a j =
N∑
k=1
Gmk
(
(xi )k (x j )k
r 5
k
−
δi j
r 3
k
)
. (2.8)
It can be noted that Poisson’s equation,
∇2Φ= 4piGρ, (2.9)
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implies that the trace of the tidal acceleration is related to the local density,
ai i =−4piGρ. (2.10)
Tidal effects in the reference frame of the cluster2, i.e., where xi and vi are rela-
tive to the center of mass (cf. Renaud et al., 2011), are
φ(xi )=−
1
2
ai j xi x j (2.11)
ai (x j )= ai j x j (2.12)
ji (x j )≡
d ai
d t
= ai j v j , (2.13)
where vi and ji are the velocity and jerk, respectively. We write down the jerk
here because it is required in the 4th-order integration scheme described in Sec-
tion 2.2.
2.2 Stellar Dynamics with KIRA
We followed the dynamical evolution of the star cluster population using N-
body simulations. The direct N-bodymethod (Aarseth, 2003, e.g.) involves little
or no approximation in calculating pairwise gravitational forces between stars.
This involvesO (N2) scaling and is typically themost time-consuming part of the
calculation. Due to this computational burden, most modern N-body codes of-
fload the force calculation to the GPU or special-purpose hardware. While not
changing the scaling per se, it often improves the speed of this portion of the
simulation by several orders of magnitude by taking advantage of the parallel
2We assume this reference frame is approximately inertial.
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hardware. Overall, it is the most accurate numerical technique for detailed dy-
namical study of dense stellar systems.
We used the STARLAB package (Portegies Zwart, 2001) for our simulations. It
is an extensive and well-tested software environment for exploring the dynam-
ical and stellar evolution of star clusters and other dense systems. It is a highly
modular collection of tools with communication facilitated by UNIX pipes—a
design allowing for arbitrarily complex combinations. It has facilities to con-
struct equilibrium models, integrate them forward in time, and analyze the re-
sults. Its most important component is called KIRA, a block time-step (McMil-
lan, 1986; Makino, 1991b), Hermite (Makino, 1991a) integrator.
In a dynamical simulation, every particles has a natural time-step that de-
pends on its local environment and the order of the integration scheme. Instead
of advancing every particle at this, individual, time-step, the block time-step
structure combines particles into logarithmic bins such that no particle falls into
a time slice past its natural one. We refer to the earliest such time bin as the in-
tegration bin because only the particles in that bin will be advanced. This is the
key idea that allows for the parallelization strategy mentioned earlier, which is
unavailable in individual time-step codes.
The Hermite scheme is a forth-order, self-starting integration procedure. It
was invented specifically for the gravitational N-body problem. It is a predictor-
corrector type algorithm and, therefore, works naturally with the block-timestep
structure of most modern N-body codes. The predictor step is taken by all par-
ticles, so that forces can be evaluated on the particles in the current integration
12
bin:
~x ′ =~x+~v∆t + 1
2
~a∆t2+ 1
6
~j∆t3 (2.14)
~v ′ =~v +~a∆t + 1
2
~j∆t2, (2.15)
where the acceleration and jerk have values from the particle’s last integration
step. Calculation of the jerk requires no additional passes over the system, as
does the calculation of all higher derivatives. The correction step permanently
advances the position and velocity:
~vt+1 =~vt +
1
2
(
~at +~a′t+1
)
∆t + 1
12
(
~jt −~j ′t+1
)
∆t2 (2.16)
~xt+1 =~xt +
1
2
(~vt +~vt+1)∆t +
1
12
(
~at −~a′t+1
)
∆t2, (2.17)
where ~a′ and ~j ′ were calculated at predicted values of position and velocity. It is
taken only by particles on the integration list.
Previously, KIRA only had the ability to evolve systems in an external tidal
field chosen from a predefined set of simple analytical distributions, e.g., point-
mass or isothermal halo. We extended this functionality to arbitrary, non-diagonal
tidal tensors, like those that arise during complex galactic encounters, by includ-
ing Eqs. (2.11) to (2.13); complete implementation is listed in Appendix A.
We handle the additional complication of time dependence in a piecewise
constant fashion, i.e., the simulation is halted and reinitialized at every change
of the tidal field. We neglect the associated time derivatives.
Since, for computational reasons, it helps to ignore particles that are likely to
never return to the vicinity of the system, stars are permanently removed from
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the simulation after they cross the r = 25Rv boundary, where Rv is the virial ra-
dius. This is an arbitrary number that was selected based on a conservative es-
timate, attempting to ensure that we never eliminate stars that would otherwise
return to the vicinity of the cluster.
2.2.1 Circular Orbit in Point-Mass Potential
As a test of our formalism as well as implementation, we compare the mass loss
of a cluster embedded in a point-mass potential using the original, special-case
implementation and the new, general one. This is a simple case for which a tidal
acceleration tensor is constant, diagonal, and readily obtainable (Spitzer, 1987):
ai j =
GMG
R3
G


3
0
−1

 (2.18)
From this point on and without loss of generality, we speak of the diagonal-
ized tidal acceleration and its eigenvalues, traditionally denoted αi . The sign
convention of Eq. (2.8) is such that a positive eigenvalue implies an extensive
tide along the direction of its eigenvector, and a negative one, a compressive
tide. Furthermore, sincewe are concerned about tidal disruption, we are usually
interested in the largest eigenvalue, which signifies the strength of the dominant
mode of mass loss.
The mass of a cluster in the field of Eq. (2.18) is shown in Fig. 2.1. This is
a simulation of a Plummer model with 16384 particles,
tr h
td yn
≈ 400, and Rt
rh
=
5.2. The details of N-body simulations are further discussed in Section 2.4. As
14
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Figure 2.1: Mass loss of a star cluster in a circular orbit around a point-mass
potential. The dashed curve shows KIRA’s original, special-purpose implemen-
tation, and the solid curve shows the new generalization to an arbitrary tidal
acceleration. The slight discrepancy is likely an artifact of the setup procedure.
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expected, this tidal field induces mass loss in two phases:
1. mass outside the newly imposed tidal radius becomes unbound and is re-
moved very rapidly; and
2. the remaining, stable star cluster undergoes two-body relaxation, marked
by linear mass loss.
In Fig. 2.1, the first phase lasts roughly 0.5tr h ; during the second phase, there
appears a slight discrepancy between the original, specialized formulation and
the new, general one. Our suspicion is that this ismerely an artifact of the testing
procedure. As stated in Section 2.2, the enhanced version of KIRA outputs and
reinitializes the entire system when the value of the tidal acceleration changes.
The system is also randomly perturbed at this time in order to eliminate partic-
ularly stubborn binaries or other numerically difficult interactions. Normally,
these perturbations are of no consequence to the statistical significance of the
calculation. Obviously, this is not necessary in the case of the constant tidal field,
but we applied this procedure to both versions of KIRA to maintain consistency
with later simulations.
2.3 GalaxyMerger Simulations
Tidal histories were obtained by post-processing results from the galaxy merger
simulations of Li et al. (2007), which were carried out with version 1.1 of the
open source cosmological code GADGET (Springel et al., 2001) extended with a
sink particle prescription of Li et al. (2005). Sink particles were formed in regions
of high gas density (n > 103 cm−3), replacing gravitationally bound gas particles
while conserving mass and linear and angular momenta. The original sink par-
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ticle formalism for SPH simulations on which it is based was described by Bate
et al. (1995).
The simulations were initialized with bulgeless galactic disks, each contain-
ing a darkmatter halo, exponential stellar disk, and gaswith an isothermal equa-
tion of state of cs = 6kms−1. This value for the sound speedwas chosen to repro-
duce the effects of stellar feedback on the dynamics of the gas, maintaining star
formation rate at a realistic value. The particular model used as the source of
all tidal histories in this work was referred to as MG2, and its progenitor galaxy
halos had masses of 3.3× 1011M⊙ and rotational velocities of 100kms−1. The
physical properties of this simulation weremodeled after the Antennae merging
galaxies. This merger simulation produced full system output, including posi-
tions and velocities of all particles, at regular intervals of 10Myr; thesewere used
for all further analysis. Furthermore, sink particles were given unique, integer
identifiers during the simulation, generated sequentially by time of formation,
starting at 1.
Star cluster formation occurred in three distinct episodes, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Those clusters that formed before the first passage, i.e., roughly before 1Gyr, we
refer to as first generation; they had IDs in the range 1–141. They formed in
unstable regions in the progenitor galaxies. Second generation clusters formed
during the first interaction; significant formation activity is visible around 1.5Gyr;
their IDs were 142–370. A final formation episode occurred on the second pas-
sage, shortly after 4Gyr; their IDswere 371–417. Unfortunately, there is very little
dynamical history for those final clusters, so they are absent from our analysis.
Figure 2.3 shows sink particles in the X −Y projection of the simulation vol-
ume; first generation sinks are colored red, second generation are blue, and third
17
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Figure 2.2: Globular star cluster formation in MG2 clearly occurred in three dis-
tinct bursts. The first generation clusters (red)—roughly those formed before
1Gyr—were produced in unstable regions of the progenitors before the initial
interaction. The second generation clusters (blue)—formed between 1Gyr and
2Gyr—were produced during the first close pass of the colliding galaxies. Third
generation clusters (green)—formed after 4Gyr—were produced during the sec-
ond pass.
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generation are green. Four important periods of the simulation are shown:
1Gyr just prior to the first interaction, but after some star clusters have formed
in initially unstable regions in the progenitors;
1.5Gyr during the first interaction;
4Gyr during the second, lower velocity, interaction, where the individual galax-
ies are still discernible;
5Gyr as themerger product virialized, shortly before the end of the simulation.
In these frames, star clusters trace the areas of activity, such as the centers of
the progenitor galaxies, fairly well because they form in the densest and most
unstable regions.
The distribution of final galactocentric distances is explicitly shown in Fig. 2.4,
where it is clear that the first and third generation clusters are confined to the in-
ner 7 kpc by the end of the simulation, while the second generation clusters can
be found past 40 kpc.
2.3.1 Tidal Histories
At every snapshot, we computed the tidal acceleration tensor at the position of
each sink particle according to Eq. (2.8)3. This produced a tensor-valued func-
tion representing the local tidal environment for every star cluster, sampled on
10Myr timescale. We refer to these functions as tidal histories; a selection of
examples is shown in Fig. 2.5. These clusters were chosen to show a variety of
features in tidal accelerations.
Many of the star clusters of the first generation formed in very dense and vi-
3To be more precise, we used a Plummer-softened form of the potential in order to maintain
consistency with the form of the force law used during the merger simulations; this is shown in
Appendix B.
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Figure 2.3: Star clusters forming during the course of the MG2 galaxy merger
simulation, shown in the X −Y projection. The first frame, at 1Gyr, shows clus-
ters that formed in the progenitors prior to the interaction. The snapshot at
1.5Gyr depicts clusters strewn along the arms during the first passage; this was
amajor cluster formation event. The frame at 4Gyr shows the interaction during
the second passage; the centers of the individual galaxies arewell represented by
the density of star clusters. The final frame shows the virialized merger product
at 5Gyr. As in Fig. 2.2, first generation clusters are shown in red, second genera-
tion, blue, and third generation are green.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of the final galactocentric distance of star clusters
formed in MG2. First generation clusters (red) are confined to the inner 7 kpc,
second generation (blue) are less concentrated, and third generation (green) are
again confined to the core of the merger product.
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olent regions, and they tend to have strong and non-periodic tidal accelerations.
Sink particle 82, on the other hand, moved into a compressive region and 1Gyr
after formation settled into a fairly regular orbit with weak tidal effects. Sink 96
formed in a calm region but moved into an orbit that probably passed through
a dense region. Sink 309 formed in a moderately active region but transferred
into a calm, periodic orbit. Sink 319 experienced a nearly constant tidal accel-
eration throughout its lifetime. Sink 305 moved slowly from an extensive tidal
region into a compressive one, while sink 366 was basically an isolated cluster.
One feature common to most sinks is a violent formation process as evidenced
by an initial spike in the tidal acceleration.
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Figure 2.5: The dominant eigenvalue of the tidal acceleration is shown for a selection of sink particles. The sinks for in
each case at the end of the period of zero tidal acceleration. See the text for a discussion of dynamical history revealed
by these curves.
2
3
We also investigated the relationship of close encounters with massive sink
particles to the apparent discontinuities in the tidal accelerations of Fig. 2.5. As
stated previously, the MG2 galaxy merger simulation used 100pc for sink-to-
sink softening length, and this is what was used for the computations presented
here. However, softening length has a significant impact on short term varia-
tions in tidal accelerations. Figure 2.6 shows the tidal field computed using the
fiducial value of sink-sink softening of 100pc compared to 500pc. Clusters expe-
rience important tidal interactionswithmolecular clouds, and it is imperative to
resolve these in order to accurately estimate mass loss related to such encoun-
ters. Even in the high-resolution galaxy simulations used here, only the most
massive molecular clouds are properly resolved. We draw the conclusion that
we can expect even more discontinuous behavior in higher resolution simula-
tions, and that the strengths and rapid variation in tidal fields presented here
are lower limits. That is, we expect more aggressive mass loss for clusters in a
more realistic galactic potential.
2.4 N-Body Simulations
Having obtained a set of tidal acceleration curves, we conducted a series of nu-
merical experimentswith the extended version of KIRA, where Eqs. (2.11) to (2.13)
were included tomodel the effects of the external tidal field, as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.
For all simulations, weused an initial Plummer distributionwith 16384 equal-
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Figure 2.6: Tidal history for Sink 96 calculated at sink-to-sink softening length of
100pc (solid) and 500pc (dotted).
mass particles. The Plummer model,
ρ (~r )= 3M
4pia3
(
1+ r
2
a2
)−5/2
, (2.19)
where a is a scale parameter, is an equilibrium density distribution commonly
used in dynamical simulations. We have considered other equilibrium models
but could notice no substantive impact on later evolution.
The half-mass relaxation time of this model with around 16,000 particles is
tr h ≈ 400td yn . (2.20)
The relaxation time is an important timescale on which structural changes in
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the system take place, and we prefer to use it as a basic time unit in this paper.
2.4.1 N-Body Units
It is normal practice in the field to work in the standard N-body units, some-
times also called the Heggie-Mathieu units (Hénon, 1971; Heggie & Mathieu,
1986). Physical units can be normalized such that,
M =G = 1 and E =−1
4
(2.21)
where M is the mass of the system, G is the gravitational constant, and E is the
total energy. Under the assumption of virial equilibrium, these choices imply
very convenient values for the virial radius and dynamical time:
Rv = td yn = 1. (2.22)
This choice of units also fixes the value of the Plummer scale parameter (Herwig,
1987),
Rv =
16
3pi
a = 1 =⇒ a ≈ 0.59, (2.23)
which implies the value of the half-mass radius:
rh ≈ 1.3a ≈ 0.77. (2.24)
2.4.2 Scaling
Because of computational constraints, we typically model a star cluster using
a simulation containing fewer stars. The central issue, then, is how to scale the
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model to preserve themost important physical properties. Suppose that the real
cluster can be characterized by the 4-tuple (N ′,M ′,r ′
h
,α′1) and themodel system
by (N ,M ,rh ,α1), representing the number of stars, mass, half-mass radius, and
the dominant eigenvalue of the tidal acceleration, respectively. Then, relevant
timescales are the dynamical times at the half-mass radius and at the tidal ra-
dius,
r 3t =
GM
α1
, (2.25)
respectively,
td =
√
r 3
h
GM
(2.26)
td t =
√
r 3t
GM
(2.27)
and relaxation times at the same locations,
tr h ∼N td (2.28)
tr t ∼N td t , (2.29)
neglecting logarithmic terms. Furthermore, let us quantify the strength of the
tidal field on a cluster by the dimensionless parameter,
Γ=α1
r 3
h
GM
. (2.30)
We can now write
Γ=
(
rh
rt
)3
=
(
td
td t
)2
(2.31)
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Ideally, we would like to preserve all relevant physical scales, but this is im-
possible because different quantities scale differently with N . Therefore, we
treat carefully the most important scales and neglect others. In this situation,
we expect that mass loss will be driven largely by dynamical processes near the
tidal boundary, and we, therefore, aim to preserve the dynamical time scales:
rh =
(
N
N ′
)1/3
r ′h (2.32)
rt
rh
= r
′
t
r ′
h
(2.33)
α1 =α′1 (2.34)
Γ= Γ′. (2.35)
We still have the freedom to select the actual value of the dynamical time,
so as to convert the physical units of the tidal acceleration tensor obtained from
the galacticmerger simulations to the dimensionless units of the N-body cluster
simulations, we used the fiducial conversion td yn = 1Myr.
The results of two simulations performed as described in this section are
shown in Fig. 2.7. We have performed several dozen such simulations, and these
were used to calibrate the semi-analytic model that we describe in Chapter 3.
These simulations were also used to understand the accuracy of the model; this
is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 2.7: Mass loss curves for sink particles 56 and 238. Sink 56 appears to
be in a moderately strong tidal field and loses mass fairly steadily. Sink 283, on
the other hand, forms in a region of strong tidal influence, losing over 20% of its
mass fairly rapidly but subsequently moves into a calm region andmaintains its
mass for the rest of the run.
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Chapter 3
Mass LossModel
A full dynamical simulation of a star cluster with KIRA requires days or even
weeks of computational time. Considering that for this work we are mainly in-
terested in lifetimes and mass loss over time and not detailed dynamical histo-
ries, this approach is needlessly resource intensive. It is desirable, therefore, to
derive a simple analytic model for estimating mass loss, given a set of cluster
parameters and tidal history.
Dynamical effects of a time-variable tidal field can induce stellar mass loss
through several underlying processes. We chose to decompose the overall phe-
nomenon into two distinct parts: accelerated two-body relaxation and contract-
ing Jacobi radius.
3.1 Accelerated Two-Body Relaxation
Even in the case of complete isolation, a star cluster will undergo steady evap-
oration, as particles gain enough energy to escape, through two-body interac-
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tions. When a cluster is in an external tidal field, as any real cluster must be,
this rate can be expected to increase because the threshold for escape energy is
lowered; we call this enhanced, or accelerated, relaxation. We can try to quantify
how an external tidal fieldmight accelerate the evaporation rate of a cluster. Lee
& Ostriker (1987) find that the lifetime of a cluster is roughly
M0
d M/d t
∝ N0√
Gρt ln(0.4N )
, (3.1)
where ρt is the mean density within the tidal radius. This is in essence,
d N
d t
∝ N
tr h
, (3.2)
where the estimate for relaxation time is
tr h =
√
Gρt ln(γN ). (3.3)
A similar expression is used by Baumgardt (2001) and Baumgardt & Makino
(2003) although they also include a small power of the crossing time.
With the spherical approximations of the Jacobi radius,
Rt =
(
GM
α1
)1/3
, (3.4)
and mean density,
ρt =
3M
4piR3t
, (3.5)
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Eq. (3.1) yields the mass loss due to enhanced evaporation,
∆Mev ∝
p
α1 ln(0.4N )∆t . (3.6)
In order to verify this piece of the model, we performed a set of simulations
with a wide range of tidal fields, which were kept constant during the runs. The
values were of the form
ai j =


α1
0
0

 , (3.7)
where the magnitudes α1 ∈ {0.15625,0.3125,0.625,1.25,2.5,5}× 10−2t−2d yn were
chosen so as to cover a reasonable range of values seen from tidal histories de-
scribed in Section 2.3. The initial conditions for these simulations were as de-
scribed in Section 2.4. The given values ofα1 imply
Rt
rh
= {11,8.9,7.0,5.6,4.4,3.5},
respectively. Figure 3.1 shows mass loss during the actual simulations together
with the predictions of Eq. (3.6). These predictions of slope are accurate for a
large range of tidal field strengths, as long as the cluster remains bound and in
gravitational equilibrium. As the field gains in strength and mass loss begins to
deviate from the expected linear form, this model becomes less accurate. This
can be observed in the last curve of Fig. 3.1, when α1 = 0.05t−2d yn , and the cluster
appears to lose mass in a superlinear fashion.
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Figure 3.1: Mass loss under a constant tidal field with a range of values between
0.0015625t−2
d yn
and 0.05t−2
d yn
. Solid lines show the results of actual dynamical
simulations, while dashed lines are predictions from Eq. (3.6). Since the relax-
ation piece of themodel has nomechanism for the initial escape of stars outside
of the newly imposed Jacobi radius, the dashed curves have been lowered for
easier comparison of the slopes.
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3.2 Fluctuations in the Jacobi Radius
The second element of our model relates to the changes in the Jacobi surface
induced by a time-variable tidal field. Specifically, we aim to estimate the frac-
tional mass loss ∆M/M for small variations of the Jacobi radius ∆Rt/Rt . After a
stronger tidal field establishes a smaller Jacobi radius, stars left outside are ex-
pected to escape on the local dynamical timescale.
We assume that near the tidal boundary, the mass resembles a power-law,
M(r )∝ r a , (3.8)
so that,
∆M
M
∝ ∆r
r
. (3.9)
Since according to Eq. (3.4),
∆Rt
Rt
∝ ∆α1
α1
, (3.10)
we can write
∆M
M
∝ ∆α1
α1
(
∆t
td yn
)
, (3.11)
where∆t is the length of time since the change in the Jacobi radius occurred and
td yn =
√
R3t
GM
=
√
1
α1
(3.12)
is the dynamical time at the Jacobi radius. So, in the final form, our estimate of
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mass loss due to a shrinking Jacobi surface is
∆M
M
∝ ∆α1p
α1
∆t (3.13)
Combining Eqs. (3.6) and (3.13) yields the expected mass loss due to en-
hanced evaporative pressure (first term) aswell as contracting Jacobi radius (sec-
ond term),
∆M = Apα1∆t +B
∆α1p
α1
M∆t , (3.14)
where A and B are constants of proportionality.
Now, given the form of Eq. (3.14), a few provisions must be made in order to
handle all possible inputs. Firstly, real mass loss demands α1 ≥ 0. More subtly,
the second term is derived for cases of decreasing Jacobi radius, i.e., increasing
tidal field strength. Our experiments have shown that clusters do not respond
to negative, i.e., compressive, tides in any significant way, at least when they
are under a few percent of internal binding energy. Therefore, when iterating
Eq. (3.14) over the values of tidal acceleration1, we apply mass loss only during
extensive periods. Furthermore, we engage the second term only during the
periods of increasing tidal acceleration, that is, we demand,
α1 > 0 and
dα1
d t
> 0 (3.15)
1As mentioned before, the input is a time series of the diagonalized form of the tidal accelera-
tion tensor.
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With these caveats, Eq. (3.14) is corrected to
∆M = Apα1∆t +B
α1−max(α′1,0)p
α1
M∆t , (3.16)
where α′1 is the value from the previous step, and the numerator is recast for
cases when the value of α1 changes sign from negative to positive.
3.3 Results
In order to calibrate and validate the model, we performed detailed dynami-
cal simulations with KIRA—enhanced with the prescription of Chapter 2—for a
sample of a few dozen tidal histories obtained in Section 2.3 and compared the
resulting mass loss curves to those predicted by Eq. (3.14).
The N-body simulations were initialized with a Plummer model of 16384
particles, as described in Section 2.4. The tidal historieswere scaled as described
in Section 2.4.2 so that 1td yn = 1Myr. This is an arbitrary, but reasonable, choice
for globular clusters, and it allows us to compare tidal histories by relative mass
loss.
We used the following procedure to find the constants A and B of Eq. (3.14),
gauging by eye the closeness of the model. First, we fixed the value of A by con-
sidering a cluster in a constant tidal field, such as in Fig. 3.1, and comparing the
slope predicted by the model to that from the actual N-body simulation. It ap-
peared that the value A ≈ 3.4M⊙ worked well for a range of tidal field strengths.
Having settled on the value for A, we compared the model to a series of simu-
lations and recognized that the value of B ≈ 0.135 produced fairly close corre-
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spondence. The panels in Fig. 3.2 show the comparison of the model with these
values for a selection of N-body simulations.
To gain a more statistical view of the accuracy of the model, we also com-
pared the mass of each cluster at the end of the simulation2 to that predicted by
the model at the same time; this is shown in Fig. 3.3. There is more scatter for
clusters that underwent more severe mass loss, and this is consistent with the
analysis in Section 3.4. However, there are also more points in that region of the
plot because sink particles were more likely to form in violent regions, and thus
suffer more severe mass loss during their lifetimes.
The figure, however, somewhat understates the accuracy of the model by
only comparing the masses at the final state, by which point differences have
accumulated. This is easily seen in Fig. 3.4, where the model is fairly accurate
for most of the run, but differences grow toward the end.
3.4 Discussion
The proposed model seems to capture the complex dynamical process of mass
loss under arbitrary, time-variable tidal fields fairly accurately; this is demon-
strated by Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. The savings in computational requirements allow us
to perform the equivalent of millions of full dynamical simulations in minutes.
The conceptual approach of considering the effect of reducing the tidal ra-
dius is in direct contrast to that of Kruijssen et al. (2012), where tidal heating,
that is, the energy input, is seen as the driving cause of mass loss, instead. In
that case, the sign of α1 plays no role, as it does in Eq. (3.14) and discussion
2The end of a simulation did not necessarily correspond to full dissolution or the end of tidal
data. A few runs slowed down substantially due to hard binaries and were terminated.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the proposed mass loss model (dashed) to actual N-
body simulations (solid). This figure shows tidal histories from a variety of envi-
ronments. Most of the clusters, as illustrated by Sinks 11, 44, 53, 63, and 68, un-
dergo fairly uniform mass loss and are tracked exceptionally well by the model.
Some others experience short bursts of rapid mass loss, and these are typically
not as well captured in the model; an example is sink 244 at around t = 4.5tr h .
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Figure 3.3: Final cluster masses for a series of full dynamical simulations are
compared to the predicted masses from iterating Eq. (3.14). The model tends to
be more accurate for clusters with weaker external tidal fields, which lose less
mass.
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thereafter. However, we suppose that the role of tidal heating is secondary since
we are able to account for mass loss without taking energy input into account.
It must be noted, however, that tidal acceleration curves presented herein, as
extracted from the merger simulations of Li et al. (2007), are qualitatively differ-
ent in character from those of Fig. 2 in Kruijssen et al. (2012), as they vary on
much shorter timescales. Furthermore, the discontinuities of tidal histories, like
those in Fig. 2.5, can be expected to become more dramatic as the resolution of
galactic simulations increases.
3.4.1 Limitations
It is important, also, to consider the model’s limitations. One is immediately
apparent from Fig. 3.2 at points where clusters experience rapid mass loss due
to large spikes in the tidal acceleration. Examples of this are evident in the mass
loss curve of Sink 244 at t ≈ 4.5tr h or Sink 288 at t ≈ 3.2tr h . In both cases, the
model underestimates the effect of sudden contractions of the tidal radius.
Another unaccountedphenomenonoccurswhen a cluster substantially over-
fills its initial Jacobi radius. This is visible to various degrees with Sinks 53, 247,
269, and 288. For clusters initially underfilling their Jacobi radii, like 11 or 63, the
model accurately tracks the mass loss of full simulations.
Wedecided to investigate this phenomenon further and artificially increased
the tidal field in order to prompt more drastic mass loss. Fig. 3.4 shows two sink
particles under the following setup. Each panel is dedicated to a cluster that was
simulated with (a) its natural tidal history, and (b) one that was arbitrarily in-
creased by 4. For sink 56, this increase causes a more rapid mass loss, and the
model’s agreement deteriorates somewhat as compared with the natural tidal
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history. The difference is most dramatic in the very beginning because a sub-
stantial mass fraction lies outside the tidal radius, something the model has no
provision to handle. The situation is far more spectacular for sink 283, which
starts so far out of equilibrium that it has lost 70% of its mass within one initial
half-mass relaxation time.
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Figure 3.4: Mass loss curves for two sample clusters obtained from full dynamical simulations (solid line) are compared
to those predicted by iterating Eq. (3.14). Two sets of simulations were run for each sink particle: one set was scaled as
described in Section 2.4.2, such that td yn = 1Myr; for the other, however, the strength of the tidal field was artificially
increased by a factor of 4 to examine how the model begins to break down as the assumption of small perturbations is
violated.
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The particular issues described in this section highlight two assumptions:
(a) the tacit one of initial equilibrium, and (b) the explicit one that individual
changes in the Jacobi radius be small. Cases where themodel under-performed,
as demonstrated in Figs. 3.2 and 3.4, violated at least one of these. Nevertheless,
there is substantial agreement between the model and a wide range of tidal his-
tories, and this allows for statistical studies previously computational infeasible.
It might also be possible to better calibrate the constants in Eq. (3.14), in partic-
ular B , which controls the reduction of mass at times of shrinking Jacobi radius.
In the following chapter, we aim to exploit the great savings in computa-
tional effort afforded by this model and apply it toward the investigation of the
cluster mass function, especially its dependence on galactic neighborhood.
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Chapter 4
Globular Cluster Mass Functions
Open and globular clusters form in regions of intense star formation. Such re-
gions appear during the initial formation of high-redshift galaxies when mas-
sive star forming clumps appear (Bournaud et al., 2009, e.g.), or during mergers
of gas-rich galaxies (Ashman & Zepf, 1992; Li et al., 2004). The distinction be-
tween these two natal environmentsmay be reflected in the bimodal metallicity
distribution of the clusters (Searle & Zinn, 1978; Peng, 2007).
Observations of mature globular cluster distributions in galaxies reveal log-
normal distributions of mass with a peak of order 105M⊙ (Goudfrooij et al.,
2007). However, observations of young clusters with M > 104M⊙ in merging
galaxies such as the Antennae reveal a power law distribution of masses with
an index of −2 (Zhang & Fall, 1999). The dominant processes controlling the
evolution from power-law to log-normal distribution remain unclear. Galactic
tides must contribute to the destruction of clusters (Spitzer, 1987; Baumgardt &
Makino, 2003; Kruijssen et al., 2011), but the quantitative demonstration that
the observed distribution can be recovered remains elusive. Kruijssen et al.
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(2012) claims that tidal heating destroys clusters based on an analytic model of
star cluster destruction, combined with a low-resolution numerical simulation
of the structure of merging galaxies, but recovers a peak cluster mass of only
102.5M⊙, more than two orders of magnitude below the observed value.
Described in Section 2.4 were 16,384 particle N-body simulations of cluster
dynamics to examine the response of clusters to tidal forcing over galactic life-
times. They reveal that tidal heating is not necessarily as effective as suggested
by (Gnedin et al., 1999) and (Prieto & Gnedin, 2006), but that, instead, mass loss
was dominated by contraction of the Jacobi radius in regions of extensive tidal
forcing (largest eigenvalue of the tidal tensor positive). In Chapter 3, we con-
structed a semi-analytic model of mass loss in strongly fluctuating tidal fields
that combined this mechanism with the usual relaxation mass loss term. This
model accurately predicts cluster mass loss in both slowly varying and rapidly
varying tidal fields, without needing to include the effects of tidal heating.
Determination of the tidal histories of newly formed clusters in merging
galaxies requires numerical simulations to perform accurately. These simula-
tions must resolve the Jeans length of the gas at all times to avoid artificial frag-
mentation of the disk, as shown for grid codes by Truelove et al. (1997) and for
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) by Bate & Burkert (1997). The SPH
models ofmerging galaxies described by Li et al. (2008) resolved the Jeans length
of 104K isothermal gas up to number densities of 104 cm−3, above which the gas
was replaced by sink particles. Depending on the size of the galaxy, this required
0.5 to several million gas particles (Li et al., 2005). Tidal histories described in
Section 2.3 showed a great deal of structure when sampled at 10Myr time inter-
vals. Nevertheless, higher resolution simulations would still be beneficial, espe-
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cially in resolving molecular clouds. These are essential in accurately modeling
tidal influences on globular clusters; refer to Section 2.3.1 and figures therein.
Kruijssen et al. (2012) used numerical simulations with under 3×104 gas parti-
cles, and sampled them coarsely in time, as shown in their Fig. 2. These models
thus had unrealistic gas distributions due to the clumping and resulting dynam-
ical friction caused by artificial fragmentation. The short timescale tidal struc-
ture we have found is neglected in their analysis, perhaps helping to explain the
lack of agreement between their late timemass function and observations.
We use the time histories of tidal forces acting on clusters drawn from a
merger fromLi et al. (2008) to compute the evolution of a power-law distribution
of clusters over the duration of themerger and subsequent relaxation to an ellip-
tical system. The evolution of each cluster is computed using the semi-analytic
approximation described in Chapter 3, calibrated by direct N-body models of
Section 2.4. Our approach yields a mass distribution approaching a log normal
with a peak at 103.5M⊙. This is more similar to the observed late time distribu-
tion than has been previously obtained from tidal effects.
In Section 4.1, we describe ourmethod for deriving the evolution of themass
distribution of a cluster subject to varying tidal fields, and its application to a
large number of clusters drawn randomly from a power-law mass distribution.
We use tidal histories of clusters formed both well before and during the galaxy
merger, in order to understand how low-metallicity and high-metallicity evolu-
tion might differ. We also present mass functions obtained from tidal histories
of halo and disk particles. In Section 4.2, we give our results and conclude in
Chapter 5.
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4.1 Mass Function Evolution
In this section, we model cluster mass function evolution for the following re-
gions of merging galaxies:
• first and second generation clusters formed during the merger; these are
randomly distributed around the core of the merger product
• disk particles, which we interpret as young star clusters
• halo particles, which we interpret as globular clusters
• disk particleswhose tidal histories are formedbyduplicating the last 500Myr
of the simulation in order to approximate an isolated elliptical galaxy.
We begin with the standard, power-law initial mass function (cf. Zhang &
Fall, 1999; Kruijssen et al., 2012),
N d M ∝M−2 exp(−M/M⋆)d M , (4.1)
with an exponential cutoff M⋆ = 2× 107M⊙. In order to avoid the very large
samples that would be required to populate the high end, we chose to draw our
masses from theuniformdistribution in logarithmic space and adjust the counts
to the distribution of Eq. (4.1) afterwards.
For each set of mass functions mentioned above, we generated 105 uniform
randomdeviates on the interval [2,7) to represent logarithmicmasses andpaired
each with a randomly chosen tidal history of the appropriate type, that is, first
generation sinks, halo particles, etc. Weused all 417 sinks and randomly selected
1000 particles from the disk and the halo. We computed tidal histories for the
disk and halo particles in the same fashion as for sinks, using the implementa-
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tion listed Appendix B. Given these numbers, each tidal history was matched to
a variety of masses. We estimated amass-loss curve for each of these pairs using
Eq. (3.14). This model was specifically constructed to capture mass loss under
rapidly varying tidal fields, like those during galactic mergers. We accounted for
the use of a different initial mass distribution by normalizing the counts in each
bin by M exp(−M/M⋆).
4.2 Results
For each set of models, we present a time evolution of the cluster mass func-
tion and also give a radial breakdown at the end of the simulation. The final
galactocentric distance was calculated by averaging the radial distance over the
last 500Myr, in order to get a reasonable orbit average. The distribution for all
generations is shown in Fig. 2.4.
4.2.1 Sink Particles
First generation clusters formed in progenitor galaxies prior to themerger, from
initially unstable regions of the disk. They continued to reside in the densest
regions during the merger and ended up confined to the inner 7 kpc of the fi-
nal elliptical galaxy, as shown in Fig. 2.4. From Fig. 4.1, it is clear that the mass
function evolved significantly due to tidal effects, producing a peak in the distri-
bution near 103.5M⊙ by 5Gyr. By this time, it seems that all clusters withmasses
M . 103M⊙ have been disrupted. The bottom panel of Fig. 4.1 shows the mass
function of first generation clusters at 5.5Gyr, separated into radial bins. There
is a weak radial dependence, so that, for example, there are very few, if any, star
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the mass function of first generation clusters at times
t = 0,2,4,5Gyr, in red, blue, green, and magenta, respectively. These tidal his-
tories induce significant changes in the mass function, which by 5Gyr shows a
peak near 103.5M⊙. The bottom panel shows themass function at the end of the
simulation (5.5Gyr), broken downby the final galactocentric distance, rg < 5kpc
(red), 5kpc≤ rg < 12kpc (blue), and rg ≥ 12kpc (green).
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clusters with masses M . 103.5M⊙ in the inner 5 kpc.
The picture is slightly different with second generation clusters. There is
much greater variation in their spacial distribution. As seen fromFigs. 2.3 and 2.4,
second generation clusters are not nearly as tightly confined and can be found
as far as 40 kpc from the center of the final elliptical galaxy.
However, as Fig. 2.2 illustrates, they formed much later during the merger
than their first generation cousins, so that their tidal accelerations are null until
around 1.5Gyr. So for a more direct comparison, Fig. 4.3 shows the mass func-
tion of first generation clusters at 4Gyr and one for second generation clusters
at 5.5Gyr. It is clear that there is virtually no structural difference between these
mass functions, indicating that there the two generations were not in funda-
mentally different tidal environments, at least as far as mass loss implies.
4.2.2 Disk Particles
To compare other tidal environments to those in which sink particles formed
during the merger, we randomly selected 1,000 particles from the initial disks of
the progenitors, computed their tidal histories, and evolved theirmass functions
as for sinks.
From Fig. 4.4, it is apparent that tidal histories of random particles in the
disk are significantly less effective at stripping mass than those of sink particles.
There is much less evolution in the mass function, and the peak in the distribu-
tion at 5Gyr is near 102.5M⊙. This implies that during the galaxy merger, sink
particles formed inmore violent tidal environments as compared to random re-
gions of the disk. However, it may be observed from the radial breakdown in
the bottom panel of Fig. 4.4, those clusters that ended up near the core of the
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the mass function of second generation sink particles
at times t = 0,2,4,5Gyr, in red, blue, green, and magenta, respectively. These
clusters have shorter tidal histories and produce less dramatic changes in the
mass function their first generation cousins. The bottom panel shows the mass
function at the end of the simulation (5.5Gyr), broken down by the final galac-
tocentric distance, rg < 5kpc (red), 5kpc ≤ rg < 12kpc (blue), and rg ≥ 12kpc
(green).
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Figure 4.3: A more direct comparison between mass functions of first (red) and
second (blue) generation sink particles, shown at 4Gyr and 5.5Gyr, respectively,
in an attempt to account for longer tidal histories of first generation sinks. There
is no significant structural difference in thesemass functions, pointing to similar
tidal environments of the two generations of clusters.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the mass function of disk particles at times t =
0,2,4,5Gyr, in red, blue, green, and magenta, respectively. These tidal environ-
ments seem to be less effective at inducingmass loss, compared to those of sink
particles. The bottom panel shows the mass function at the end of the simula-
tion (5.5Gyr), broken down by the final galactocentric distance, rg < 5kpc (red),
5kpc ≤ rg < 10kpc (blue), 10kpc ≤ rg < 20kpc (green), and rg ≥ 20kpc (ma-
genta).
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the mass function of disk particles of an isolated ellip-
tical galaxy at times t = {0,2,4,5}Gyr. Only particles with initial masses M0 <
104M⊙ show significant mass evolution.
merger product (red curve) had a very similar mass function as that computed
for the first generation sink particles at the same final galactocentric distance
(blue curve in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.1).
We also briefly investigated the role of the merger on the effectiveness of
tidal fields to disrupt star clusters. Without immediate access to simulations of
isolated elliptical galaxies, we emulated this environment by taking only the last
500Myr of the MG2 simulation and repeating these data to construct 5Gyr of
tidal history. By this time, the merger product had virialized and should be dy-
namically similar to an isolated elliptical galaxy. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5.
There appears to be virtually no difference in the evolution of themass function
in this case as compared to that shown in Fig. 4.4. The implication that the tidal
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environment of a random region in the disk is not substantially effected by a
galactic merger for a significant period of time seems consistent with general
notions.
4.2.3 Halo Particles
Finally, the same analysis was performed on 1,000 random particles from the
halos of progenitors. It is obvious from Fig. 4.6 that random locations in the halo
are dramatically less effective at tidally disrupting star clusters than regions such
as starbursts or those near the core. These environments are far too quiescent
to induce measurable tidal mass loss on any but the least massive star clusters.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the mass function of halo particles at times t =
{0,2,4,5}Gyr. The halo, unsurprisingly, appears to be the most quiescent of the
regions we considered and shows very little mass loss for all but the smallest
clusters. The bottom panel shows the mass function at the end of the simula-
tion, broken down by the final galactocentric distance, rg < 30kpc, 30kpc≤ rg <
100kpc, 100kpc≤ rg < 200kpc, and rg > 200kpc.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and FutureWork
The work described in this dissertation consists of two main components:
Arbitrary tidal fields in KIRA A new implementation of arbitrary, time-variable
tidal fields for the STARLAB software package. This allowed us to perform
detailed dynamical simulations of star clusters in realistic tidal environ-
ments. For these runs, we computed tidal histories of star clusters formed
in a high-resolution galaxy merger simulation of Li et al. (2007).
Semi-analytic model formass loss Anaccurate andphysicallymotivatedmodel
for estimating mass loss in a cluster embedded in a time-variable tidal
field. Using it, we were able to save tremendous computational resources
and make predictions for the evolution of cluster mass functions in vari-
ous regions of interacting galaxies.
As any model, ours has its limitations, and future work will be focused on
improving its accuracy in a few specific ways. As discussed in Section 3.4, most
instances where themodel divergesmarkedly from detailed simulations involve
large spikes in tidal acceleration, causing large fluctuations in the Jacobi radius.
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We believe that if we can improve its behavior in those circumstances, we will
substantially improve the accuracy of the model for a large variety of tidal envi-
ronments.
Another specific condition under which the model under-performs is that
of initial tidal overfilling, that is, when a star cluster is initialized far out of equi-
librium and much of its mass lies outside the Jacobi surface. The model is im-
plicitly predicated on an equilibrium initialization. Perhaps, a simple heuristic
can be used to gauge the degree of overflow. Both of these tasks are compli-
cated by our goal to formulate the model with little or no structural information
about the cluster. Currently, only initial mass and number of stars are required
to obtain the mass loss curve under an arbitrary tidal acceleration. Although we
recognize that this approach has important limitations, so we are considering
extending the model to include the half-mass radius or assumptions about the
density profile.
Nevertheless, our model has shown significant agreement with detailed N-
body simulations, as illustrated in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, andwe applied it to the study
of evolution of the globular cluster mass function and its dependence on galac-
tic environment. Ourmajor goal was to estimate the role of tidal stripping in the
transformation of themass function from the power law observed for young star
clusters (Zhang & Fall, 1999) to the bell-shaped mass distribution of old globu-
lars (Goudfrooij et al., 2007; Vesperini et al., 2003). We find that globular clusters
formed during a galactic merger reside in environments that are fairly effective
at tidal disruption. We see an evolution of an initial power law into a bell-shaped
mass function, developing a peak near 103.5M⊙ by 5Gyr. However, this remains
inconsistent with the observed peak closer to 105M⊙. We conclude that, while
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tidal effects are of prime importance in shaping the globular cluster mass func-
tion, other physical processes must have significant impact as well, so that tidal
stripping cannot, by itself, fully account for the above-mentioned transforma-
tion.
Another piece of evidence in support of our conclusion is the absence of
significant radial anisotropy in the observed mass function of globular clusters,
while there is modest radial dependence in the effectiveness of tidal stripping in
our results.
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Appendix A
Implementation of Tidal Fields in
KIRA
Included here is a complete listing of source code in the implementation of arbi-
trary tidal fields in KIRA. Due to the good overall design of the STARLAB package,
only two functions needed to be modified for this change.
Below is the add_tidal() function, which is responsible for computing the
acceleration and jerk of the cluster due to the tidal influence.
1 s ta t i c void add_tidal (dyn *b , vec pos , vec vel , real& pot ,
vec& acc , vec& jerk , bool pot_only ) {
3 / / Compute the t i d a l components of the acceleration , jerk ,
/ / and pot of top−l e v e l node b . The actual posit ion and
5 / / v e l o c i t y used are pos and vel , assumed r e l a t i v e to b .
/ / The node pointer b i s used as only a means of passing
7 / / global dyn data . We *assume* that the root node f o r
/ / the system i s c o r r e c t l y s e t .
9
vec dx = pos ;
11
i f ( ! pot_only ) {
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13
vec da_t idal_centr i fugal =
15 vec (Q[ 0 ] [ 0 ] * dx [0 ] + Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] * dx [1 ] + Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] * dx [2 ] ,
Q[ 1 ] [ 0 ] * dx [0 ] + Q[ 1 ] [ 1 ] * dx [1 ] + Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] * dx [2 ] ,
17 Q[2 ] [ 0 ] * dx [0 ] + Q[ 2 ] [ 1 ] * dx [1 ] + Q[ 2 ] [ 2 ] * dx [ 2 ] ) ;
19 / / Must update acc BEFORE computing dj f o r
/ / v e l o c i t y−dependent f o r c e s !
21
acc += da_t idal_centr i fugal ;
23
vec dj_ t ida l_cent r i fuga l =
25 vec (Q[ 0 ] [ 0 ] * vel [0 ] + Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] * vel [1 ] + Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] * vel [ 2 ] ,
Q[ 1 ] [ 0 ] * vel [0 ] + Q[ 1 ] [ 1 ] * vel [1 ] + Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] * vel [ 2 ] ,
27 Q[2 ] [ 0 ] * vel [0 ] + Q[ 2 ] [ 1 ] * vel [1 ] + Q[ 2 ] [ 2 ] * vel [ 2 ] ) ;
29 jerk += dj_ t ida l_cent r i fuga l ;
}
31
real x = dx [ 0 ] ;
33 real y = dx [ 1 ] ;
real z = dx [ 2 ] ;
35
pot +=
37 −0.5*(Q[ 0 ] [ 0 ] * x*x + Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] * x*y + Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] * x*z +
Q[ 1 ] [ 0 ] * y*x + Q[ 1 ] [ 1 ] * y*y + Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] * y*z +
39 Q[2 ] [ 0 ] * z*x + Q[ 2 ] [ 1 ] * z*y + Q[ 2 ] [ 2 ] * z *z ) ;
41 }
The tidal_pot() function adjusts the potential energy of the system in a
tidal field.
1 s ta t i c real t idal_pot (dyn *b ,
void ( * pot_func ) (dyn * , real ) = NULL) {
3 / / Determine the t i d a l component of the potential energy
/ / of root node b .
5
b−>set_root (b ) ; / / s a f e t y
7
real dpot = 0;
9 for_al l_daughters (dyn , b , bb) {
real x = bb−>get_pos ( ) [ 0 ] ;
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11 real y = bb−>get_pos ( ) [ 1 ] ;
real z = bb−>get_pos ( ) [ 2 ] ;
13 real dp =
−0.5*(Q[ 0 ] [ 0 ] * x*x + Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] * x*y + Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] * x*z +
15 Q[1 ] [ 0 ] * y*x + Q[ 1 ] [ 1 ] * y*y + Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] * y*z +
Q[ 2 ] [ 0 ] * z*x + Q[ 2 ] [ 1 ] * z *y + Q[ 2 ] [ 2 ] * z *z ) ;
17 dpot += bb−>get_mass ( ) * dp ;
i f ( pot_func ) pot_func (bb , dp ) ;
19 }
21 return dpot ;
}
The value of tidal acceleration tensor stored in array Q[][] is passed to KIRA
on the command-line by a driver shell script. This script reads an input file with
the entire time-series of the tidal acceleration. It is also responsible for punc-
tuating the simulation, that is, synchronizing and restarting it for new values of
the tidal tensor.
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Appendix B
Computing Tidal Acceleration
from GADGET Output
Below are two functions that were used to calculate tidal acceleration tensors
from the output of simulations described in Section 2.3. The first overload is
a convenience interface to calculate the tidal field at the position of a particle
identified by its unique integer ID. It dispatches to the second overload for the
actual calculation.
template<class H, class P>
2 void compute_tidal_acceleration (
real Q[3 ] [ 3 ] , const H& header , int ids [ ] , P par t i c les [ ] ,
4 const s ize_ t cluster , const f loat softenings [ 6 ] ) {
vec cluster_x ( par t i c les [ c luster ] . Pos [0 ] ,
6 par t i c les [ c luster ] . Pos [1 ] ,
par t i c les [ c luster ] . Pos [ 2 ] ) ;
8 compute_tidal_acceleration (Q, header , ids , part ic les ,
cluster_x , softenings ) ;
10 }
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This overload calculates the tidal acceleration at any position in the simu-
lation volume. It uses Eq. (2.8) to avoid any errors and potential instabilities
associated with numerical differentiation procedures (cf. Renaud et al., 2011;
Kruijssen et al., 2012).
/ / f i l l s array Q with t i d a l accelerat ion components
2 / / in units of Myr^−2
template<class H, class P>
4 void compute_tidal_acceleration (
real Q[3 ] [ 3 ] , const H& header , int ids [ ] , P par t i c les [ ] ,
6 vec x_cluster , const f loat softenings [ 6 ] ) {
8 / / G=4.5 e−3 in pc ^3/M_sun / Myr^2
/ / ( the additional f a c t o r i s f o r 1e10M_sun / kpc^3)
10 const real G = 4.5e−2;
12 const unsigned n =
header . npart [0 ] + header . npart [1 ] + header . npart [2 ] +
14 header . npart [3 ] + header . npart [4 ] + header . npart [ 5 ] ;
16 Q[0 ] [ 0 ] = Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] = Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] = Q[ 1 ] [ 1 ] =
Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] = Q[ 2 ] [ 2 ] = 0 ;
18
for ( s i ze_ t i = 0 , k = 0 ; i < 6 ; ++ i ) {
20 for ( int j = 0 ; j ++ < header . npart [ i ] ; ++k ) {
vec x =
22 x_cluster −
vec ( par t i c les [ k ] . Pos [0 ] , par t i c les [ k ] . Pos [1 ] ,
24 par t i c les [ k ] . Pos [ 2 ] ) ;
i f ( abs ( x ) < VERY_SMALL_NUMBER | | ids [ k ] < 0 &&
26 k < n−header . npart [ 5 ] )
continue ;
28 const real r2e2 = square ( x ) + pow( softenings [ i ] , 2 ) ;
Q[ 0 ] [ 0 ] += G* par t i c les [ k ] .Mass*(3* x [0 ] * x[0]− r2e2 ) /
30 pow( r2e2 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] += G* par t i c les [ k ] .Mass*(3* x [0 ] * x [1 ] ) /
32 pow( r2e2 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] += G* par t i c les [ k ] .Mass*(3* x [0 ] * x [2 ] ) /
34 pow( r2e2 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Q[ 1 ] [ 1 ] += G* par t i c les [ k ] .Mass*(3* x [1 ] * x[1]− r2e2 ) /
36 pow( r2e2 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] += G* par t i c les [ k ] .Mass*(3* x [1 ] * x [2 ] ) /
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38 pow( r2e2 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Q[ 2 ] [ 2 ] += G* par t i c les [ k ] .Mass*(3* x [2 ] * x[2]− r2e2 ) /
40 pow( r2e2 , 2 . 5 ) ;
}
42 }
Q[ 1 ] [ 0 ] = Q[ 0 ] [ 1 ] ;
44 Q[2 ] [ 0 ] = Q[ 0 ] [ 2 ] ;
Q[ 2 ] [ 1 ] = Q[ 1 ] [ 2 ] ;
46 }
Several other functions and commands were added to STARLAB to make it
interoperable with GADGET output format; these are omitted here.
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